
Information is power in the fast-moving, cost-sensitive sewn products 
industry. The visibility and control provided by real-time production 
information separates your factories from competitors. The increased 
productivity and profits made possible through this system distinguish it as 
the single best investment you can make to boost efficiency, visibility, and 
supply chain resilience.

Business-wide Benefits
IP-RealTime is the most effective way to digitally transform your production 
operations. It frees your teams from relying on time-consuming, complicated 
and costly spreadsheets by automatically capturing and processing production 
information and incentive payroll data immediately as activities occur. From 
the issuance of the production order through every production operation, 
gross payroll calculation, and customer service, this comprehensive solution 
streamlines business-wide processes and improves operational visibility 
and transparency. IP-RealTime can operate as a standalone application or 
integrated with your ERP, engineering, or other business systems.

Faster, Better-informed Production Decisions 
IP-RealTime provides the always-on, accurate and up-to-the-minute 
information your supervisors and managers need to quickly track order 
status, monitor individual and team productivity, resolve quality issues, 
minimize off-standard events, and proactively avoid production bottlenecks. 
This transparency also supports on-demand order status updates for 
customer service teams and directly to customers. 

Production Workforce Optimization
IP-RealTime production workstations are equipped with wireless, off-the-shelf 
tablet computers that associates use to scan each bundle of work they process. 
They then use the tablet to view up-to-the-minute details on the number of 
pieces they have completed, how many remain to work on and their individual 
productivity rate. They also use the tablet to clock in, clock out, establish a 
productive pace,  and notify supervisors of off-standard events. The system 
provides transparency to their incentives and earnings, empowering them and 
encouraging greater productivity, morale, motivation and trust.

REALTIME PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

IP-RealTime: Just imagine what real-time visibility and control can do for your business!
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Data Management 
 » Work Orders/Bundles
 » Operations/Styles/Colors/Sizes
 » Employees/Departments/Shifts
 » Pay Codes/Gross Pay Integration

Bundle Prep (IP-Bundle)
 » Generate Bundles
 » WIP Start/End/Milestones
 » Order-Level Rate Overrides 
 » Supports Multi-SKUs/Bundle

Shop Floor Control (IP-Collect)
 » Order & Employee Status
 » Work in Process/QC
 » Productivity/Efficiency
 » Operator Feedback/Pacing

Gross Payroll (IP-Process)
 » Daily/Weekly Payroll Processing
 » Employee Attendance
 » Flexible Pay Codes
 » Training Curves/Averages

Management Reporting
 » Production/Efficiency
 » Attendance/Payroll
 » Cost/QC/and More
 » Excess Cost Reporting

Infrastructure
 » Standard Wireless Network
 » Off-the-shelf Tablets
 » Microsoft® SQL® Server/Windows®

 » Device-based Time Clock

Other
 » Central Cut/Multi-plant Option
 » Custom Integration/Reporting
 » Individual/Team Incentives
 » Multi-Language/Currency Support
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